2021
Data Protection
Report

How the last year has affected IT,
Digital Transformation, and data protection
strategy … in ways NEVER seen before
In December 2020, an independent research firm completed a survey of 3,000 enterprises across 28 countries
on what their data protection challenges and goals were, regardless of what their current or future data protection
vendor choices were.
The research project was commissioned by Veeam and helmed by two former industry analysts with a combined

60-years of experience in the data protection industry. The results and insights from the survey, as well as Veeam’s
perspective, are both offered in this report.
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1.0
1.0

Introduction

1.1

Key findings

Introduction
Data protection, now more than ever, is providing peace of mind and ensuring business
continuity. The world of data protection is wide and varying, across new technology
and old, striving to support an ever-changing world of technology. This Data Protection
Report looks into a recent global survey of 3,000 unbiased organizations to understand
their approach toward data protection and management today. This includes how they
expect to be prepared for the myriad IT challenges they face, including reacting to demand
changes and interruptions in service, global influences (such as COVID-19), and more
aspirational goals of IT modernization and Digital Transformation.
While organizations already have a diverse mix of physical servers (29%), virtual machines

(23%), and cloud-hosted servers (47%), the amount of cloud-hosted workloads within
hybrid-IT environments is expected to grow even faster over the next two years. This fastpaced shift shows that recent events such as the global pandemic have accelerated
an already-strong movement towards a more cloud-friendly and multi-cloud ecosystem.
Company concerns seem to be consistent, with many thoughts going toward data and
cloud availability, customer experience, and brand impact. However, this report shows that
by modernizing data protection with easy-to-use and flexible solutions, businesses can
significantly increase data protection and usability while also freeing many resources
to focus further on their IT modernization and management efforts.
So, as you read this report, please keep your own IT challenges and goals in mind as you
consider how you and your organization align with the 3,000 enterprises surveyed
on modern data protection.
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11%

96%

80%

58%

#1

GROWTH IN ECONOMIC
UNCERTAINTY

OF ORGANIZATIONS WILL
ACCELERATE CLOUD USAGE

OF ORGANIZATIONS NOW HAVE
AN AVAILABILITY GAP

OF DATA CANNOT
BE RECOVERED

DRIVER FOR CHANGE
IS BACKUP RELIABILITY

Economic impact is driving

COVID significantly accelerated

Faster modernization is increasing

Failed backups and unverified

Organizations are looking for

organizations to think about their

cloud adoption to ease on-prem

pressure on aging legacy systems

restores means lost data and

better reliability through modern

IT direction differently

management
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2020 – A year of IT change
2020 was unique for the world and created a new set of pressure
for IT departments. Overnight, centralized IT organizations were
catapulted into high-distributed networks, now supporting a highlyremote workforce. Budgets were tightened even more, strategic
plans were slowed, and unfortunately, rampant ransomware was
on the rise. This resulted in a new set of challenges and, in many
cases, outcomes for IT plans through 2020 and beyond.
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2.1
2.1

Expected IT challenges

2.2

Digital Transformation

Expected IT challenges

Which of the following
do you believe will be
a challenge in the next
12 months?

challenges
COVID-19 impact on Digital

2.3

Transformation challenges
IT delivery strategy

2.4

post COVID-19

cyberthreats were the #1 challenge, now economic uncertainty (40%), meeting changing

Economic uncertainty

customer needs (32%), and skills shortage (32%) are trending higher.
This does not mean the threat of malware is less (in fact it has increased through 2020).

Meeting changing customer needs

32%
30%

Skills shortage to implement technology

32%
32%

Organizational leadership is unsure/
unsupportive of digital transformation

32%
30%

The data shows us that organizations are responding to the increased pressure of
economic uncertainty, mainly as a direct effect of COVID. Customer needs and behaviors
modern IT investment, this is putting pressure on skills availability.

40%

29%

are also changing through this time, and as many organizations are now accelerating

Summary

2.5

2020 was a roller coaster, and as such, changed the landscape of IT. Where in 2020,

28%

Cyber threats

34%
26%
28%

Regulatory implementation

2021
2020

Response to economic
uncertainty is
driving many new IT
strategies
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2.2
2.1

Expected IT challenges

2.2

Digital Transformation
challenges
COVID-19 impact on Digital

2.3

Digital Transformation
challenges

What, if anything, is preventing/did
prevent your organization’s ability
to move forward with its digital
transformation initiatives?

Transformation challenges
IT delivery strategy

2.4

post COVID-19

Digital Transformation provides many advantages. By modernizing business operations
and processes, organizations can significantly impact customer service, cost reduction and
employee tasks. More than 98% of organizations are in the process or planning for Digital
Transformation (up from 80% in 2019), however, they are encountering some challenges.

Summary

2.5

The #1 challenge new to this report is being too focused on maintaining operations due
to the pandemic (53%). This alone would have a significant impact on Digital Transformation

Too focused on maintaining
operations due to pandemic

53%
51%

Dependencies on legacy systems
and technology

40%
49%

Lack of IT staff skills
or transformational expertise

44%

goals. However, existing challenges remain. Dependency on legacy systems is rising quickly
to the top (51%), compared to 40% from 2019. That has significant impact on organizations’

38%

Lack of senior management buy-in

27%

ability to modernize as quick as they desire due to a shortage in skill availability (49%)
and lack of budget (36%).

36%

Lack of money

30%

As many organizations continue to maintain status quo, this is putting more dependencies
Challenges due
to legacy systems
has risen year
over year

on legacy systems and the skills to support them.

35%

Lack of time

28%
2021
2020 (pre-covid)
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2.3
2.1

Expected IT challenges

2.2

Digital Transformation
challenges
COVID-19 impact on Digital

2.3

COVID-19 impact on Digital
Transformation challenges

To what extent did the
global COVID-19 pandemic
affect/alter your Digital
Transformation (DX)
initiatives?

3% 2%

Transformation challenges
2.4

COVID-19 also had an extraordinary effect on Digital Transformation (DX) efforts. In many

IT delivery strategy

cases, you would expect DX plans to slow down due to the reallocation of efforts,

post COVID-19

and in 30% of organizations, that is precisely what happened. But there was also a
massive increase in DX speed. Over 50% of organizations accelerated their DX

Summary

2.5

initiatives.
This shows two distinct Digital Transformation outcomes directly related to
COVID-19. Organizations with mature DX plans accelerated their investments,
focusing on rapid changes to business practices and the usage of cloud to assist.
However, for those companies that had less mature efforts, they tended to pause to
focus on sustainability.

The pandemic essentially “halted” our DX
initiatives for the remainder of 2020, but
we expect to resume by 2021

7%

The pandemic significantly
slowed down our DX initiatives

The pandemic did not affect or
alter our DX initiatives at all

NEXT

The pandemic significantly
sped up our DX initiatives

18%
16%

9

20%

The pandemic somewhat
slowed down our DX initiatives

50% of organizations
in 2020 increased
their DX efforts

PREV
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34%

The pandemic some what
sped up our DX initiatives
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2.4
2.1

Expected IT challenges

2.2

Digital Transformation
challenges
COVID-19 impact on Digital

2.3

IT delivery strategy
post COVID-19

Looking ahead past the global
COVID-19 pandemic and into 2021,
how would you characterize
your organization’s expected
IT delivery strategy?

Transformation challenges
IT delivery strategy

2.4

post COVID-19
Summary

2.5

What will 2021 bring to IT strategy? The results show a massive investment change
in IT delivery. In fact, only 4% of organizations surveyed were not anticipating any
significant changes in 2021.
In the first months of the pandemic, 91% of organizations increased their usage of cloud
services (31% significantly). This came as a result of remote workers using SaaS-based
collaboration services, and the increased challenge for IT to maintain on-prem physical

We will add more cloud-services
to our IT delivery strategy

60%

We will accelerate our usage of a hybridIT delivery strategy involving IaaS hosted
infrastructure

54%

We will accelerate our usage
of SaaS services

48%

operations. This trend will continue through 2021, with the majority of organizations
planning to add more cloud services and cloud usage to IT delivery strategy.

We are not anticipating significant
changes to our IT delivery model

4%

This shift must be highly considered when examining resources such as data protection
and management. With the large shift to cloud-based IT strategy data, support systems
like backup and DR must be modernized in parallel.
96% of organizations
are now driving
faster cloud efforts
due to COVID-19
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2.5
2.1

Expected IT challenges

2.2

Digital Transformation

Summary

challenges
COVID-19 impact on Digital

2.3

Transformation challenges
IT delivery strategy

2.4

post COVID-19
Summary

2.5

The continued goals of Digital Transformation continue to ring true even today.
Organizations still see massive value in modernizing their services, driving faster
and more efficient practices. Most enterprises have already started their journey into
Digital Transformation and show positive results. In fact, these same enterprises
plan to continue their journey to extend those results.
2020 did not change this direction, and in many cases, accelerated the goals.
Many organizations saw the value of more modern platforms and services
and the immediate returns to the business they can provide. However, with
the modernization of core services, many companies are still leaving their data
protection behind, which can have a vastly negative impact.
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A new need for modern
data protection
With the rapid adoption of modern platforms such as hybrid cloud and
SaaS growing (currently growing 15% YoY), many organizations continue
to struggle with their data protection strategy. Legacy backup can’t
succeed with modern applications, stretch across the cloud successfully,
or defend against cyberthreats. The goals and focus of those aging
platforms are now becoming a costly risk to many organizations.
Organizations need a modern data protection platform to match their
evolving data protection needs. Being unified across clouds, hybrid, and
on-premises can back up and restore legacy VMs while also protecting
cloud-native, container-based applications. With a solution that can
protect and recover from ransomware, that data accessibility can become
a strategic asset to the organization.
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3.1
3.1

Data protection challenges

3.2

Data protection
expectations vs. reality
The reality of data

3.3

Data protection
challenges

Which primary data
protection challenge
does your organization’s
IT teams current have?

availability
The increased focus on modern and cloud-based services have a major impact on

Impacts of downtime

3.4

data protection trends for IT delivery practices. Inadequate backup or failure to meet
SLAs topped the data protection challenges for 2021 at 40% (up from 31% in 2019),

3.5

Today’s modern data

beating out all other metrics. As systems are aggressively turning to cloud and modern

protection needs

services, backup failure rates due to legacy systems are increasing, raising the pressure

Inadequate backup or
failure to meet SLAs

on IT to resolve.

Summary

3.6

40% of respondents
want their backup’s
to improve
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3.2
3.1

Data protection challenges

3.2

Data protection

Data protection
expectations vs. reality

expectations vs. reality
The reality of data

3.3

Do you have
a «Reality Gap»
between the Business
and IT?
46%

44%

availability
Face it. There is always a gap between our expectations and reality in literally everything

Impacts of downtime

3.4

we do. And data availability and recovery are not exceptions. IT management will expects

34%

32%

data to be safe and should not be lost under any circumstance and can be recovered
without impact. However, in reality, the results can be quite different.

Today’s modern data

3.5

protection needs

• Eighty percent of all organizations recognize that they have an “Availability Gap”
between how fast they can recover applications versus how fast they need applications

Summary

3.6

17%

15%

to be recovered.
• Protection Gap: Seventy-six percent of those same organizations said they

5%

have a gap between how frequently data is backed up versus how much data they

6%

can afford to lose.
Many organizations clearly need to address the business need and the ability to meet
that expectation with reliable data protection.

My organization has a gap between how
fast we can recover applications versus
how fast we need applications to be
recovered and our users productive

My organization has a gap between
how frequently our data is backedup versus how much data that we
can afford to lose after an outage

Strongly Agree
Agree
Disagree

80% of organizations
have a reality gap in
their data protection
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3.3
3.1

Data protection challenges

3.2

Data protection
expectations vs. reality
The reality of data

3.3

The reality of data
availability

availability
Availability due to dependency on legacy systems and operations is still a critical factor

Impacts of downtime

3.4

in many organizations, but so is the lack of core functionality to provide backup and
recovery capabilities.

Today’s modern data

3.5

protection needs
Summary

3.6

On average, 23% of servers had at least one expected outage in the last 12 months
(with 36% of organizations stating up to 50% of their servers had at least one outage).
As such, the integrity of backup becomes critical. You need to be able to ensure confidence
that the backup is successful and can be used for recovery.
The research showed that a whopping 37% of backups ended up with errors or could
not complete in their allocated backup window. The research also showed that one-third

(34%) of all restorations are also failing to restore within the expected SLA. Those are
some scary figures, which mean more than half the time, organizations won’t be able
to restore their servers due to either failed backups or failed restores.*
While there may be many factors relating to this including environment complexity, lack
of capability with legacy solutions and IT skills, the adoption of modern data protection
and process will have an instant positive effect.

*
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3.4
3.1

Data protection challenges

3.2

Data protection

Impacts
of downtime

expectations vs. reality
The reality of data

3.3

What impacts could
your organization
experience from
application downtime?

availability
Downtime doesn’t inconvenience just a few internal people. It can have vast and damaging

Impacts of downtime

3.4

effects on the organization. In 2020, the average downtime for an outage was 79 minutes,
and with the cost of downtime now averaging $84,650 US per hour, there can be

Today’s modern data

3.5

a significant financial impact.

protection needs

However, the impact cannot be measured solely in costs per hour. There are many
other potential downsides to outages. According to our respondents, there are three

Summary

3.6

52%

Loss of customer confidence
Damage to brand integrity

47%

Loss of employee confidence

36%

Diversion of resources from longterm or business critical projects

33%

core impacts of downtime. External impact, including loss of customer confidence
and damage to the brand, internal impacts such as employee morale and diversion
of resources, and the third, litigation and regulation, which can have a significant effect
on company valuation.
Downtime has more impacts across the organization than just the cost per hour.

30%

Reduced stock price
Subject to legal action

27%

Revocation of licenses/
accreditations
No other impacts expected

25%
8%

Average downtime
costs $85K US per
hour
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3.5
3.1

Data protection challenges

3.2

Data protection
expectations vs. reality
The reality of data

3.3

Today’s modern data
protection needs

availability
Impacts of downtime

3.4

The need for modern data protection is more pressing than ever. With the acceleration
of cloud and modern delivery practices and the reality of backup and restoration issues
with legacy backup, modern data protection is essential. But what is it, according

Today’s modern data

3.5

protection needs
Summary

3.6

to the organizations really needing it?
According to the 3,000 global organizations who took part in the research, integrated
data protection and security (35%), cloud workload portability (36%), and the ability
to do disaster recovery via a cloud service (DRaaS) (38%) top the list.
Collectively, the research shows that modern data protection needs to support the vast
diversity of organizations’ IT platforms (cloud, SaaS, virtual, physical), make data safe,
accessible and usable for purposes such as DevOps and analytics, and ultimately enable
consistent and unified data protection.

Which would you consider to be
defining aspects of a “modern”
or “innovative” data management
or data protection solution for
your organization? Which is
most important?

Ability to do Disaster Recovery via
a cloud service (DRaaS)

13%

Ability to move workloads from one
cloud to another (e.g. Amazon to Azure)

36%

11%

Ability to automate recovery workflows
and orchestration

14%

Ability to integrate data protection within
comprehensive data security strategy

34%

12%

34%

11%

All aspects

35%
35%

12%

Ability to move workloads from
on-premise to cloud
Ability to embed/automate “backup/recovery
tasks” within systems management/APIs

38%

Most important

DRaaS is helping
companies adopt
cloud faster
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3.6
3.1

Data protection challenges

3.2

Data protection

Summary

expectations vs. reality
The reality of data

3.3

availability
Impacts of downtime

3.4

Data protection challenges are on the rise as organizations aggressively
adopt modern services and new applications. They are putting pressure
on legacy systems and the desire for more comprehensive data protection
services. The laser focus on business continuity in 2020 has made backup
and recovery SLAs mighty visible and greater weight in the organization’s
overall IT health.

Today’s modern data

3.5

protection needs
Summary

3.6

Unfortunately, many organizations are still struggling to get legacy backup
to continue to work. As systemsbecome more advanced and complex,
the pressure on aging data protection is starting to show. Organizations are
desiring more from their backup than just backup. There is a strong need for
standardized data protection for all data across all environments.
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The effect of cloud
on modern backup
Cloud is having a significant impact on modern backup. With the growth
of cloud adoption and the advancement of cloud-based IT services strategy,
the same effect is happening within modern data protection. To get a better
idea of how companies plan to keep their data protection up to date, they were
asked to describe their current backup environments and what they intend
their environments to be like in 2023.
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4.1
4.1

Cloud backup skyrockets

4.2

The future of DR is cloudy

4.3

Protecting SaaS

Cloud backup
skyrockets

(Software-as-a-Service)
Summary

4.4

Approximately what percentage of your
organization’s production data is
protected by each of the following
mechanisms? Thinking ahead two
years, which of the following do you
anticipate being your organization’s
primary method of backing up data?

As organizations modernize their IT services, we also see steady growth in cloud-based
data protection. The results also show growth of BaaS (Backup-protection-as-a-Service),
with an 11% estimated increase through 2021 alone, and still trending up after this.
In comparison, self-managed backup using native services will stagnate, with an average
of 1% increase per year. The startling result here is the massive decline of on-prem tool

44%

46%

40%
34%

33%

34%

35%

30%

usage, expected to be down over 50% from current actuals within two years.
The effect of modernizing IT strategy can not be ignored, and as organizations adopt cloud-

33%
29%

22%

native approaches faster, it becomes increasingly apparent that they’ll need to update their

19%

data protection platforms to support them.

Self-managed backup using
only on-premises tools
2020 actual			

Self-managed backup using
cloud services
2021 actual		

2022 anticipated		

Cloud-based backup, managed
by BaaS provider
2023 anticipate

81% of backup will
be cloud based in
the next two years
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4.2
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Cloud backup skyrockets

4.2

The future of DR is cloudy

4.3

Protecting SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service)

The future of DR is cloudy

Considering your organization’s
business continuity and disaster
recovery (BC/DR) strategy, is your
secondary data stored within your
own datacenters or at a cloudprovider? What do you anticipate
doing in the next two years?

Disaster recovery comes in many flavors but primarily focuses on where the will data
reside (and DR “fail over” to) — with the predominant choices of DR locations being
either self-managed on-prem (between two data centers) and DRaaS (cloud-based

Summary

4.4

Disaster Recovery as a Service). As organizations modernize their data protection
platforms, DR approaches are changing alongside.
Typically, DR follows backup modernization trends, being tightly tied to the platforms,
which remains the case here. With the growth of cloud-based modern data protection,
the results also show a massive swing of 28% through 2023 to DRaaS first approaches.
The future of DR is indeed cloudy.

2020 actual

2021 actual

30%

23%
28%

30%
33%

2022 anticipated

38%

32%

2023 anticipated

Self-managed between own data centers

51%

DRaaS (cloud) provider

51% of all DR
will be cloud
based by 2023
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Cloud backup skyrockets

4.2

The future of DR is cloudy

4.3

Protecting SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service)

One of the most extensive SaaS solutions used today is Office 365. Typically, a vendor

Summary

4.4

Protecting SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service)
such as Microsoft provides a level of short-term or minimal-functioning data protection,
such as a short-term “Recycle Bin,” but data that is not restored within that timeframe
or long-term data archival are not part of the package. In these cases, third-party native
backup solutions such as Veeam® Backup for Microsoft Office 365 are used, providing
long-term data protection and archival services.
With the increase in the usage of solutions such as Office 365 and more companies now

How does your
organization back
up Office 365 data?

We use only the built-in
Office 365 backupcapabilities
(e.g. recycle-bin)

47%
27%

We use a third-party backup
product orservice for Office 365
We do not actively
back up Office 365

4%

69%

45%

8%

using this SaaS platform for critical corporate collaboration, the results also show the data
protection approach’s maturation.

2020

2021

There was an 18% growth in using a dedicated backup solution for Office 365 (such as
Veeam Backup for Microsoft Office 365), with a 22% drop in the reliance on the builtin office backup capabilities. This is to be expected as organizations are now using SaaS
platforms as part of their core business, aand understand the criticality of modern data
protection in these environments.
Office 365 backup
is almost doubling
through 2021
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Protecting SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service)
Summary

4.4

Summary
As IT services modernize and cloud adoption accelerates, organizations are looking
more to cloud-native data protection solutions to manage their entire portfolio.
Organizations need to look for modern data protection solutions that have a cloudfirst approach, that can manage all platforms centrally (in and out of the cloud) is
workload focused (for greatest reach), and supports new directions in cloud-native
investments, including Kubernetes.
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Why change backup
solutions in 2021?
The facts are clear; legacy data protection costs you time
and money while putting your data at risk. It’s holding
you back from unleashing your data’s full potential while
ensuring its 100% protection and recovery.
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The drive for change

Which of the following would drive your
organization to change its primary backup
solution to a new solution or service?
What is the most important consideration?

modern data protection
Many organizations are considering moving to a new modern data protection solution,

Digital resiliency

5.3

but what are the main catalysts for change?

Data accessibility

5.4

and management

Topping the list is improved recovery point objective (RPO)/recovery time objective

To improve reliability
(success rates) of backups

(RTO) SLAs (36%), followed by a reduction in costs (30%), and to improve reliability

To reduce software or hardware costs

(success rates) of backups (31%). This continues to be a core theme for this year’s
results — increasing the platform’s capability for backup success/recovery, while

More than just backup —

5.5

reducing overall IT spending.

driving innovation

To improve recovery point objective (RPO)/
recovery time objective (RTO) SLAs

One of the largest trends is the desire to change from capital expenditure (CapEx)
to operational expenditure (OpEx) models (up from 20% to 24% this year), in line
with the growing adoption of cloud-based services. Ultimately, the most important
consideration remains to improve the reliability (success rates) of backups.

To consolidate a single
solution for backups
To enable copy data
management / data re-use

30%

7%

30%

9%

To improve return on investment (ROI)/total
cost of ownership (TCO)

To diversify and use different data protection
tools for different workloads

31%

12%

To move from on-premises data protection
to cloud-based data protection service

To reduce complexity or operational
management (e.g. ease of use)

36%

9%

30%

9%
6%
7%
6%
5%
DPR21

29%
29%
27%
26%
DPR21 (most Important)

Capabilities, cost,
and complexity remain
the top reasons
for switching data
protection solutions
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More than just backup —

5.5

driving innovation

Outcomes when
adopting modern
data protection
The 2021 Data Protection research provided much insight into trends and analysis, but
what can you expect if you move to a modern data protection solution? Modern data
protection can deliver new levels of confidence and operational excellence, ensuring
your data is always protected and available, as well as many other economic and
productivity benefits. Recently Veeam sponsored IDC Research to develop a white
paper targeting outcomes. Some of those results, as with other research findings, are
included below to showcase measurable results.

Learn more about
IDC Research, The Economic
Impact of Veeam Cloud Data
Management Platform, April 2020
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Digital resiliency

modern data protection
Digital resiliency

5.3

Data accessibility

5.4

and management
More than just backup —

5.5

driving innovation

Digital resiliency is the outcome of the unified solution of unified data protection across
all platforms (legacy and modern), combined with cost-effective and trusted backup and
recovery. Reducing the vast overhead and cost of legacy data protection while providing
reliable security against malware threats and ensuring organizational-wide data protection.
Organizations using Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform are experiencing significant
cost savings (including 280% 5-year return on investment¹), increased RPO and RTO
objectives, and more substantial ransomware protection and cost recovery. In fact,

95% of Veeam customers experienced little to N��
nancial impact at all due
to ransomware attacks².

lower five-year
cost of data backup
and recovery¹

50%
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more efficient
data backup and
recovery teams¹

55%

more RPO and
58% more RTO
objectives met¹

55%
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5.4
5.1

The drive for change

5.2

Outcomes when adopting
modern data protection

Data accessibility
and management

5.3

Digital resiliency

5.4

Data accessibility

Modern data management increases availability through automated and instant recovery,

and management

keeping data platforms healthy without manual intervention, and reducing compliance
risks. Managing data without process reduces efficiency and can increase the time of

More than just backup —

5.5

driving innovation

recovery. Systems need automated processes to simplify management and recovery
while reducing risk.
Well-managed data provides nearly perfect availability and uninterrupted accessibility,
driving data trust and integrity. Organizations that have adopted a strong data management
platform such as Veeam Cloud Data Management Platform experience an increased
IT infrastructure team efficiency through fewer instances of data loss, and improved
confidence in backup reliability leading to a 86% reduced restoration time of businesscritical workloads³.

more efficient IT
infrastructure teams¹

30%
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faster time to
respond to problems¹

72%

fewer instances
of data loss¹

33%
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5.5
5.1

The drive for change

5.2

Outcomes when adopting
modern data protection

More than just backup —
driving innovation

5.3

Digital resiliency

5.4

Data accessibility

Innovation accelerates when data is readily accessible. Legacy backup solutions can

and management

traps data, not allowing it to be re-used. Modern data management can help unleash this
data, driving business goals faster. Backup can no longer be just backup. That powerful

More than just backup —

5.5

driving innovation

central repository of data needs to be used for more.
By re-using the trapped data in backups, organizations can drive business analysis,
decision making, development, and richer customer experiences faster. Organizations
doing this today experience higher developer productivity, a reduction in risk of audit and
compliance failure, and less lost employee productive time due to data loss.

of customers reduced
risk of compliance
and audit failure⁴

17%
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higher
developer
productivity¹

11%

less lost employee
productive time
due to data loss¹

82%
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Conclusion
With the rapid change of IT strategy and faster adoption of modern services, data

¹ IDC Research, The Economic Impact of Veeam

protection is more than ever under pressure to be simple, flexible and reliable to support

Cloud Data Management Platform, April 2020

and grow the business. No longer can backup be enough; organizations are looking for

² Veeam Ransomware Customer Study, August 2018

more from their data protection systems. Lower costs, higher automation, and intelligence

³ IDC Research, Using Veeam to Ensure Data

and data reuse, to name just a few.
With the accelerated adoption of cloud-based services, mainly from the COVID-19 impact,
legacy data protection is having a negative effect on organizations’ ability to keep critical
data available. As organizations look to modernize their business practices, modern data

Availability and Retention in Multi-Cloud
Environments, August 2020
⁴ IDC Research, IDC Race to Zero Survey 2018,
October 2018

protection must remain a key component of this plan.
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About Veeam

Veeam commissioned independent market research company Vanson Bourne to conduct

With more than a decade of innovation, Veeam continues to distinguish itself as the industry

a quantitative research study into data protection market trends, adoption and perceptions

leader for backup and data protection. While we started our company focused on protecting

across enterprise organizations globally.

virtualized workloads, our breadth of capabilities now spans physical infrastructures to public

The research was carried out between September and October 2020, targeting 3,000 IT

CONCLUSION

clouds like AWS, Azure and GCP, Kubernetes, and SaaS workloads.

decision makers from over 40 countries using an unbiased qualitative and quantitative

Our complete data management platform extends beyond core backup and recovery

approach to ensure impartiality for the results.

with monitoring, disaster recovery, data mobility across cloud and data centers, security
focusing on ransomware protection, and data reuse capabilities. These key components
take backup to the next level. Veeam’s platform growth has resulted in a leadership position
in every top tier analyst ranking, peer review platform, and growth that far outpaces any

About Vanson Bourne

leading vendor in the market.

Vanson Bourne is an independent specialist in market research for the technology sector.
Their reputation for robust and credible research-based analysis is founded upon rigorous
research principles and their ability to seek the opinions of senior decision makers across
technical and business functions, in all business sectors and all major markets. For more
information, visit www.vansonbourne.com.
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